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The Merrimack Mine

The two backgrounds shown in the map represent

different rock types. The entry caverns are through

rough rock, and several of the rooms in this area have

small stalactites on the ceilings. The transition line

switches over to a much harder granite stone that has

been mined through to create the passages through that

part of the complex.

The walls of the entry area are mostly dark, dull rock

with a somewhat worn appearance.

The mined area, deeper into the complex, is lighter in

color and variegated as a typical granite rock, with

bright flecks of quartz reflecting any light in the area.

All of the walls, floors, and ceilings are chiseled and

evidently hand hewn, and typically all within just a

couple inches of being perfectly flat. There are no sharp

projections or edges in these surfaces. There are

extensive tool marks over all of these surfaces. The

floors do not show any patterns of significant wear, and

are not appreciably any more smoothed out than the

walls and ceiling.

Corridors in the cavern area are generally 3 ' to 4' wide

and about 7' to 8' tall. (The narrow passage between

area A and area C narrows down to less than 1 ' wide,

however, making it impassable to most.)

A - Entrance
This is a crumbling cavern opening in the face of a

cliff. The opening appears as a cleft roughly 20 feet tall,

but angling down quickly as it recedes into the cavern

beyond.

The cliff is steep, but not vertical. The top of the cliff

is roughly 60 feet tall from its base.

The ground is covered with small stones and loose

rock. The approach to the entrance is sloped up from a

small nearby streambed and is overgrown with brush.

The air inside is cool and damp.

B - Cavern with stone floor
The tunnel into this space is barely 6' tall, and the path

slopes up steeply (nearly 3 ' from the passage) to get to

this room. The ceiling for the space itself is smooth rock

and reaches nearly 10' high in the center.

The rock of the walls is lustrous, smooth, and colorful.
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The Transition Line
There is a sharp line of transition between the two

kinds of rock in this area.

The transition between the rock cavern and the hewn

mine is also marked by a ledge, with the floor of the

granite area being a few feet lower than the cavern.

There are two ledges at the two M locations, and the

other connections are downsloping tunnels.

Unless noted otherwise, all corridors in this area have

a ceiling height of 8 feet.

M - Ledge
There are two points marked M, each ofwhich is a 3 '

to 4' high ledge transitioning between the two different

rock types of the different halves of the complex (like as

though the two had slipped past one another in an

earthquake).

N - Vertical Chamber
The ceiling in this room is 30' high. The walls are

very flat and even, but there are vertical grooves in the

wall at regular spacing a few inches apart. The grooves

are shallow and curved and very straight and even. Each

is about the width of a man's little finger. The grooves

start about 8" above the floor of the room, and continue

to within about 2' from the ceiling.

The grooves in this chamber are the same depth and

spacing as those in room V, except that those run

horizontally instead of vertically.

P - Refined Room
The floor of the passage from the corridor to this room

is raised one step, and then the room itself is another

single step up from the passage.

Although the walls and floors throughout this part of

the dungeon have been made fairly smooth, the walls

and floor in this room are completely smooth and flat.

They are not polished, but are nonetheless finished to a

high degree. The ceiling is about 8' high at the walls,

and it curves up in a barrel vault aligned with the long

direction of the room.

A wainscot ledge about 2 inches deep goes all the way

around the room at a height of about 32" above the floor.

A decorative carving surrounds the jambs and head of

the two passageways from this room.




